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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
155th 
COMMENCEMENT 
The University of Dayton regards its Commencement Exercises as among the most 
important ceremonial occasions of the academic year. These exercises are filled with 
symbols and traditions designed to remind us all of the thousands of years char 
universities have existed and their noble purposes. 
The academic costumes of various colors and types are part of the symbolism. They 
are described on page 39 of chis program. The bright blue gowns with black trim are 
worn by chose faculty who are serving as University Marshals for today's ceremony (see 
page five of chis program). The Marshals wear these distinctive gowns as identification 
of their official capacity to direct the processionals of administrators, faculty, and 
students who wear the more conventional ceremonial garb and mortarboard. 
The chiefUniversity Marshal carries the University mace and the President wears the 
President's medallion. On stage are the United States and papal flags. So, too, rhe music 
that is played and the words chat are spoken have special significance. For example, the 
deans who have been responsible for the education of the students "present" the students 
as worthy of graduation to the President. In rum, the President confers the degrees on 
behalf of the University. 
At our Commencement ceremonies, which differ from many u111versmes, each 
student's name is read and the President then congratulates that scuden t. The University 
believes chat chis is an important part of the graduation ceremony. The University also 
has a tradition of faculty coming from their seats behind the stage to congratulate the 
graduating students. These traditions symbolize the caring and person-oriented spirit 
of the University. 
The University hopes you will both enjoy and respect chis Commencement. You can 
do both by standing for the processional, rhe invocation, and the National Anthem; 
by listening during rhe awarding of the degrees, and by standing to sing the University 
of Dayton Anthem (see the back cover) and for the recessional. We are the University 
of Dayton community, a community which respects and cares for each other. This 
15 5 ch Com men cement marks another beginning. Let us rejoice together. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
R. Daniel Sadlier, Chair; DanielJ.Curran, Ph.D., Secretary; Thomas G. Breitenbach, 
W illiam J . Campbell, S.M., Ed.D., Thomas A. Cardone, S.M., Annette Casella, 
Margaret A. Cavanaugh, Ph.D., Eugene Contadino, S.M., Richard P. Davis, Richard 
H. Finan, James F. Fitz, S.M., David P. Fitzgerald, Vicki Giambrone, Thomas F. 
G iardino, S.M., Stephen M. G lodek, S.M., Francisco T. Gonzalez, S.M. , M.D.,John 
R. Haley, Allen M. Hill, Jack Hoeft, Cordell W. Hull , Joseph H. Lackner, S.M., 
Westina Matthews-Shatteen, Ph.D., Robert J. Metzger, S.M. , Dennis I. Meyer, 
Colombe M. Nicholas, H. John Proud, Ralph A. Siefert, S.M., Francis Marie 
T hrailkill, O.S.U., Ed.D., Andrew F. Veres, Rev. Daryl Ward, Mary Civille 
Wesselkamper, D.S.W., David C. Winch 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
Richard A. Abdoo, William S. Anderson, Jerome P. Bishop, Bertrand A. Buby, S.M. , 
Terry D. Carder, S.M., Junius E. Cromartie Jr., William Crotty, Thomas J . Danis, 
Michael E. Ervin , M.D., Robert E. Frazer, Richard F. G lennon, Max Guttmann, 
Jane G. Haley, Jean Patrice Harrington, S.C., Sarah E. H arris , James L. Heft, S.M., 
Anthony J . lpsaro, Eugene C. Kennedy, Susan Kettering, Thomas A. Klein, Maurice 
F. Krug, Peter H. Kuntz, Bruno V. Manno, Robert S. Margolis, Paul S. Marshall, S.M. , 
Mary C. Mathews, Stanley G. Mathews, S.M. , C layton L. Mathile, Thomas 0. 
Mathues, Marie-Louise McGinnis, John A. McGrath , S.M., Charles McNamee, 
James W. McSwiney, Gerald M. Miller, Bette Rogge Morse, Roberr S. Oelman, 
Gerald S. Office Jr. , Lloyd H. O 'Hara, Ronald L. Overman, S.M., David C. Phillips, 
Anthony J. Pistone, S.M. , Bernard J. Ploeger, S.M. , Thomas M. Roberts, John L. 
Schaefer, John J . Schneider, S.M., Wi ll iam P. Sherman, Patrick J . Toney, S.M. , 
Jerome P. VanderHorst, C. Wi ll iam Verity, William S. Weprin , Frederick S. Wood, 
Perry B. Wydman 
ADMINISTRATION 
Daniel J. Curran, Ph.D. , President; Fred P. Pestello, Ph.D., Provost and Senior Vice 
President for Educational Affairs; Eugene Contadino, S.M., Rector; Thomas E. 
Burkhardt, Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services; William C. 
Schuerman, Ph .D. , Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students; 
Frances W. Evans, Vice President for University Advancement; Gordon A. Sargent, 
Ph.D., Vice President for Research; Robert E. Johnson, Vice President for Enrollment 
Management; Ted L. Kissell , Vice President and Director of Athletics; Patricia J . 
Whitney, Vice President for Human Resources; Christopher T. Wittmann, S.M., 





Thomas W . Ruerh, D epartment of Counselor Education and Human Services-Marshal 
Barbara M . Deluca, Department of Educational Leadership-Associate Marshal 
Patricia A. Johnson, Department of Philosophy-Associate Marshal 
ASSISTANT MARSHALS 
Ri ad A!Akkad, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Karen S. Bull, Educational IT Operations 
Ron J. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
Patrick G. Donnell y, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work 
C hri stopher M . Duncan, Department of Political Science 
Jam es P. Farrelly, Department of English 
Albert V. Frarini, Department of Chemistry 
Kath leen D. Henderson, Office of the Provost 
William F. Lewis, Department of Management and Marketing 
Steven D. Mueller, The Counseling Center 
Rosemary O'Boyle, Department of Student Development 
A. William Place, Department of Educational Leadership 
John E. Rapp , Department of Economics and Finance 
Teresa L. Thompson, Department of Communication 
Kimberly A. Trick, Department of Chemistry 
Thomas J. Westendorf, Registrar 
T imothy A. Wilbers, Department of Visual Arts 
Laura H. Yungblur, Department of History 
READERS 
Eugene Conrad ino, S.M., Rector 
Terrence W. Tilley, Department of Religious Studies 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for the degrees conferred in August 
2004 and December 2004. Last minute additions or deletions must often be made after the 
program has been printed. The official list of the names of graduates is deposited in the 
Office of the Registrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University Marshal, are permitted to 
rake photographs on the Aoor. 
Guests and Visitors may take Photographs from the Stands Only. 
Please remain seated during the Processional. 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
D ANIEL J. C URRAN 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PRELUDE ................ ........................ .... ...... ... .... ......... .... .. .... .......... .. .... ........... Allen G. Stock 
Campus Ministry 
PROCESSIONAL 
INTRODUCTION .. .. ... .. ................................. ..... .... ...... ... ..... .. ..... ..... ........ .. Fred P. Pestello 
Provost 
INVOCATION ............................ .... ....... ........ ... .... ..................... ... Christopher T Wittmann 
Director of Campus Ministry 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ................. .. ... ..... ..... ...... ....................... ... .... .... Katie E. Bollin 
Student in Music 
POSTING OF THE COLORS ...... .......... ................. .......... Charles j. Cramer - Army ROTC 
Please Stand Phillip D. Hetteberg-Army ROTC 
Christopher R. Madyda -Army ROTC 
Eric T Sutton -Army ROTC 
Christopher J. Winchell -Army ROTC 
WELCOME REMARKS ............................ .... .................... ........................ R. Daniel Sadlier 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
PRESIDENT'S REMARKS ......... .......... .. .. ............ .. .. ...... .... ... ................... Daniel}. Curran 
PROVOST'S REMARKS .............................................................................. Fred P. Pestello 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES .... ... .. ......... .... .. ......... ....... ....... .... ............. . Daniel}. Curran 
8 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Mary E. Morton, Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION 
Patricia W. Meyers, Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
T homas J. Lasley II , Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Joseph E. Saliba, Dean 
Graduate Degrees 
T homas D. Skill , Interim Dean for Graduate Studies 
Specialist Degrees 
Doctoral Degrees 
CLOSING REMARKS .. ......... ... .. ...... ..... ..... ..... ... ............. ...... ..... .... ... .......... Fred P. Pestello 
T HE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM .... ..... .. .. ........... ..................... Katie E. Bollin 
BENEDICTION .... ............. ....... ........ ......... ... ... ... ........ .... ...... .. ... .. . Christopher T Wittmann 
RECESSIONAL ........ ..................................... ........ ... ... ............. ... ..... .. ... .... ..... . Allen G. Stock 
PLEASE REMAIN SEATED DURING RECESSIONAL 
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A ~ 
BACCALAUREATE ~ GREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MARYE. MORTON, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ARTS 




...... Springfield, VA 
COMMUNICATION 
D SEEMA ADHIKARI ..................... ... . Nepal Qt AMY LYNNE HENSCHEN .. . 
D BRIDGET KATHLEEN BRODY ................... Hinsdale.IL Summa Cum Laude 
.. .... .... .. .. .. Gurnee. IL 
/) t TODD WESLEY BURGIN ... .. .. ........ Gahanna, OH John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholars Program 
Cum Laude O AMANDA GRACE HOBOR ........................................... Lorain, OH 
P MARK LAWRENCE BURNED .. ... . ................ Allison Pork, PA Cum Laude 
() MICHAEL WILLIAM BURNS. ....... .. Pittsburgh, PA \) AMANDA KATHLEEN NAYLOR .. .. ........ Highland Heights. OH 
.. .. ... Boy Village, OH 
MARGARET ANN CONWAY ..... t i .... .. . Louisville. KY CLIFFORD DAVID SACHINI .. .. ..... Follansbee, WV 
D MITCHELL SARGENT CLARK ... ..I\.. . .. .. . .. .. Lake Forest. IL ~ DANIEL RAYMOND REILLEY . 
j DEVIN MATIHEW DEFAGO .. . . ... .. ... Silver Lake. OH EMILY RENEE SPONAGLE ..... .. ............ Independence. KY 
MELANIE MARIE FELDSTEIN DEL VjlLLE .. fl ......... Guaynabo, PR Cum Laude fl 
EMILY ANNE EICHHOLTZ .. .. ...... . fl ....................... Indianapolis, IN J) ANDREA LEIGH SUGGS . .. .. ... /1 .. .... Florence. SC 
Dt MICHAEL GERARD FENNELL .. . .. ........ .... .... .. .. ......... ... Chicago. IL .:b NICHOLAS T. SZEREMET .. A . . . . Brook Park, OH 
'1lfll@l 11El lvlill~IE E.RIFFIM . :: A. ::: . . .. 11~111bu19, NY .Pt AMY ELIZABETH WAPPNER ... t .\ .. .... . .... Mansfield, OH 
CHARLES JORDAN HAMMAN ........... Glenview, IL t) LEILANI MCCULLOUGH WASHINGTON .............. Mitchellville. MD 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
}> ERIK GEORGE BROOK ..... '(\ .. .. . .............. .. ...... .. .. . Rochester.NY 
t JOSEPH P CAIRO.. .. .... r\.... . .. ................... ..... Dayton. OH 
7) BRIAN HERBERT FRANCIS CROSSWHITE ... .. ..... Yellow Springs, OH 
'£ ~l~~O~~i~~U~~ .°.l~L·~·~ ... :: : C~~!:~: ~~ 
~ ~~i~~~ ~L;;~!~EnE G~~;;G~ER. : :: ::: ::::::::: : :.°.~:~:: ~~ 
KHALEELAH L. SNEED ...... ...... ...... ..... ft .... . Riverdale, IL 
D MICHAEL M. SULLIVAN .. .. Westerville, OH 
ENGLISH 
V DANA LEANNE DUCKRO 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
t M~~:~:~~~::;:~a.~ .. .... A. 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
J) NICOLE MCBRIDE 
tin Absentia 
.... ....... Dayton, OH 
.. .. Bexley. OH 
AUDRY CLAIRE WELCH . ... .... -A. b LATISHA MONIQUE WILLIAMS 
FRENCH 
... Santa Monica. CA 
10 
...... Cincinnati, OH 
...... Cincinnati. OH 
D-
PHILLIP JOHN COLLIN CEDOZ ... ... ... A. 
Core Program I\ 
t JAMES MICHAEL COONEY ... ... .... .. .l:L 
D MICHAEL DOUGLAS EBLE ' .. 
'f> RAJEEV R. RAGHAVAN .... .. . 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
0 JEFFREY F. FOURMAN ..... . .. .. . 
0 NICHOLAS JOSEPH KOWALSKI ... . 
JOSEPH BARLA .. 
Cum Laude 
A. AROKIA DOSS ..... 
KULDEEP EKKA .. . 
BHANUBHAI SUMAN KRISTE 
/J CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL FOGT .. 
~ REGINA R. ISAAC-GILES ... 
~::~ JLE~~:S~~S·K·~~ICA. 
D SARA MARIE SACKSTEDER .. .... . 
Summa Cum Laude 
SEAN RICHARD DOWNING .. . 
0 
0 JESSICA MARIE CLARK.. .. .... .. .. KARA CHRISTINE EVERSOLE .... O Magna Cum Laude 
ANDREW C. FLEMING ... . 
Core Program 
{) JENNIFER LYNN JONES .. 
Core Program 
~E MARIE DAl~IEL ... . p SHANNON MARIE STAPLETON 




... Port Clinton. OH PATRICK K. SHANLEY .. .. ........ .. .. A ..... .. ........ .. ... Oak Park. IL 
.. Cincinnati, OH 
.. . Perrysburg. OH 
.. .. Bloomfield Hills. Ml 
p MICHELE A. ZACH .... 
Magna Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholars Program 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
New Paris. OH [) THOMAS PATRICK TIMMERS ... 
.. Ft.Wright.KY D ~~ 
PHILOSOPHY 
........... Cincinnati, OH 
..... North Royalton. OH 
;v1 L,, 
....... India I:> JULIA JOHANNA MARTIN .. . ... Dayton. OH 




S. XAVIER RAJ .. 
DILIP KUMAR TIRKEY .. 
RAIMOND TOPPO . ' :::::: t :::::: ' :::: :~~:~ 
... Whitehouse, OH 
....... Crescent Springs. KY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
. .. .... Dayton. OH 
.. Trotwood. OH 
.. Schaumburg. IL 
.. Huber Heights, OH 
.. ..... Tiffin, OH 
/) FRANCINE RENEE SMITH . .... ... . ... .. . Parma, OH 
. .. Ottawa. OH 6,)NATHANIEL PAUL VON DER EMBSE .... . . 
Magna Cum Laude 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
.. .. .. . Dayton, OH 
SOCIOLOGY 
...... ...... New Albany, OH {) CRISTEN ELIZABETH MEADOWS .... 
.. .... Perrysburg, OH O Summa Cum Laude 
KIMBERLY LYNNE ROESSNER . 
... Deerfield, IL Magna Cum Laude 
Core Program 
. Cincinnati. OH D TERRANCE LAMAR WHITE ... 
SPANISH 
.... New ~id illleAS, Of.I ffe JENNIFER LYNN ZIMOV .. 
...... Naperville. IL Magna Cum Laude 
11 
......... Beverly Hills, Ml 
.. Tiffin.OH 
.. ....... .. ......... Dayton. OH 
.. .. .. ..... West Carrollton, OH 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGNA/1 
~ 1 ( V \ 
.P MATIHEW C. BYRUM ............................................ Gahanna. OH O .'),JO (J 'f 
G ~ /6 1Y1 
THE DEGREE- BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 9 F-
FINE ARTS WITH TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
pt EMILY A. DUELL ................. Beavercreek, OH 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
0 CHRISTINE MARIE CLARK ..................... .. .... Westfield, IN J> ELIZABETH AMY PITIMAN 0 RENEE MORENA CORTEZ .......................................... Syracuse, NY ....................... Columbus, IN 
STUDIO ART 
I) SHELLY KAY LAWRENCE ......... .. ....... Shaker Heights, OH 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
TIMOTHY s. ALLESI .................... A ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . Dunkirk, NY ADRIENNE LYNN NIESS ........ A . .......... Wheeling. WV 
Summa Cum Laude D KELLY KRISTEN ENGLERT . D ANDREW J. HISER .. ..... 
.......... Bridgeville. PA 




I F- 'l ]) Jl.-(,,1 ( 
THE DEGREE- BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES ~O l/ 
~ DAVID ALLYN BOESTER .......................................... Indianapolis, IN .P PETER DANIEL PERGOLA ...... .. ............................... Lakewood. OH t JENNIFER D. COREY .... .. .... .. ........ Englewood, OH Core Program t,,, _ 0 ERIN C. COURTNEY ........... .. ...... Kettering, OH VALERIE R. QUINN .. 15. ........ Dayton. OH JACQUELINE J. JOHNSTON ......... .. ......... Brookville, OH Magna Cum Laude ,A 
f} TAMARA FLETCHER NEWLAND .... . ... Cincinnati. OH JULIA ANNE WOOD ....................... Centerville. OH ~ EMILY CLAIRE OVERTURF .......... A ................... Dayton. OH ,J\ 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
IVANJ.PEREZ-MENDEZ .......... .. ......... .. ........ Guaynabo. PR / 1· ' z~otr 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
D JEREMY MICHAEL SAMUDIO .. /:J MATIHEW JOSEPH SMITH ....... 
I "" 
~~ol/ 
.. Dayton. OH 
THE DEGREE- BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
THOMAS C. COLLETIE .. .. ........ 4\ Monument. co)2 NATALIE RAE QUINTANA . 
.......... .... .... . Roswell. GA 
I tll 
-~ oY 
.. ..................... Fishers, IN 
... Mason, OH 
Germantown, OH ~ Commissioned in the United States Army V. t BLAIR D SMITH LISA MARIE GRIFFITH ............ .... .. .. ........................ .. Dover. OH D MEGAN C THOMAS t RYAN B. MAHER ............ .. .... .. ................................ Export. PA 1'!1'tlAlr1't41Nt~1,1,,1.i-1 Atr111VV111'1[Tt[IAlt'IIM;it:S,---.. -... -.. - .-... -.... -.. . -.... -tC>til 1lrlcrnog,,..ort. lt-L -Summa Cum Laude 
Chaminade Scholar 
tin Absentia 12 
6 JEREMY SETH FILIA ................................ . 
D BRIAN LEE BALSER ........ .. .... ................ .. 
Cum Laude ~ t MICHAEL ROBERT DIX ........ .. 
\). JERRY HUANG ..................... . 
V MATIHEW A. KIENOW ........ .. 
Cum Laude I,. 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
. Galena, OH /Jt MARK WINEMILLER 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
.. Ma~llon. OH 
...... .. .. .. ..... Dayton. OH 
...... Dayton, OH 
...... Dayton. OH 
t BRIAN M. KRUMHEUER 
fl JAMES C. MIELCAREK .... . 
JI NEIL C. RANLY ............... .. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Core Program 
.P BRIAN REISS ......... 
t MARK JOSEPH KNAPKE ....... .fL .................. New Bremen. OH 
GEOLOGY 
CLEVELAND THURBER IV .. A ...... Grosse Pointe Shores. Ml 
MATHEMATICS 
GAYATRI GUNDA ............ .. ...... A .... . Mt. Shasta, CA 
Magna Cum Laude 
John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholars Program 
PREMEDICINE 
.. .... .................. Germantown. OH 
... A. .. .. .. Kettering, OH 
.. Avon Lake. OH 
.. Fort Recovery, OH 
.. Beavercreek. OH 
D RICHARD JOHN DRERUP .. .......... Huber Heights. OH /) KRISTEN ELISABETH JONES ..... .. ........ .. .. Rochester Hills. Ml 
Summa Cum Laude 
PSYCHOLOGY 
A CHRISTOPHER A. LEONETIE ...... Independence. OH 
5-rl' z~ol 
tin Absentia 
t ANDREA NICOLE REICH 
Cum Laude 
13 
... Q ..... .. .. St. Louis, MO 
')) tv1 
I ~ f 
----;r-iJWl 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
P ATRICIA w. M EYERS, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
Si'<RAI IE. BP.CHE\' . ooylo, r.OH p CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HORONZV 
I) KEVIN DANIEL BUECHLER . .......................................... Ballwin. MO Dt MARK ALDEN PETERSON ........ ,.,_ .. 
.. Parma. OH 
............... McCordsville, IN 
Louisville. KY 
........... Toledo. OH 
J:> t JARED CHARLES CASKIE "'......... .... .. .... ' ..... Bluffton. OH GREGORY scon RAQUE .... ~ 
MINETIE CORPUZ .......... /::i .............. ............................ Carteret. NJ ~ LISA MARIE VEGA .. 
f MICHAEL D. FECHTER .. 
t NAJI A. BSISU 
Core Program 
....... A .... 
CHRISTOPHER E. DAWSON 
BUSINESS ECONOMICS 
....... Dayton. OH 
ECONOMICS 
.. Union. KY 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Stow. OH t KATHERINE LYNN MAYRHOFER .. ...... A .............. Cincinnati, OH 
FINANCE 
C ~~~~ T:~~~~~~~E .......... ,......... . .......... w~;t ~h~~=;, ~~ ~~;~~ ~~~~ ~i~i~~J.R... I. ·::: ::·R~;~~~;~~::'.do~ 
D NICHOLAS J. DUNLAP . K ................ Eosftoke, OH ANTHONY ROCCO MARINO . f.\ ..... Lake in the Hills. IL RYANT. DUNN ...................... £'\......... .. ..... St.Louis. MO i CHRISTOPHER E. MATIHEWS ... A.. New Palestine. IN 
KRISTIN LYNN FABER .......... ./.~ .... !\ .......................... Barrington, IL CHARLES P. OBMACES ................................................... Darien, IL 
t JOHN WILLIAM GOTISCHALL ... 'JS.. ......................... Fox Point. WI MARK ANDRE PICKLESIMER ..... ....... fl ................ Englewood, OH 
~g~:~L : . ~:~~~I~: :: : : :Jt: : : : : :::: : : : : ~:~:;:~~: ~~ ' ~~~~!~C:°.L.Y.~.~~~L~~ : : :: ~ : : :::::::: :: .~~~I~::~: ~~ p CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HOWARD ... . .... St. Louis. MO JOSEPH JOHN WHITIAKER ..... .l:L ......................... Limo 
0 t SANTIAGO PETIT GONZALEZ .. 
Magno Cum Laude D MARTHA MARY KASKIE ...... 
LINDSAY DIANE MILLIGAN ] ::::: 
B 
RAYMOND A BEARD ........... .... .. .......... A .. 
CHRISTOPHER L. COWAN .... . 
ANDREW STEPHEN DEVITO ... 0 MEGAN CHRISTINE HAAS ..... 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ~ ..J V ~ 
Cincinnati, OH {) PAULA CHRISTINA PANAGOULEAS D EMILY ROSE THOBE ....................... .. 
.. .... Buffalo. NY 7.) ANDRES RODRIGUEZ TORRESOLA 
. Monroe. OH 
LEADERSHIP 
...... Vandalia, OH 
.. ........... Celina. OH 
.... Arecibo. PR 
.............. Lorain, OH P.0 DAVID M. KASTEN ............................... ......................... Dayton, OH .. ...... . Kettering. OH TODD ALLAN MUELLER ........... Dublin. OH 
.. ... Centerville, OH Cum Laude 
... Vernon Hills. IL O CHRISTOPHER R. PARKER ..... Washington Cro~ng. PA 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
DAVID PHILLIPAUSDENMOORE ... .......... :b\ ...... Loveland, OH MICHAEL JACOB FASKO ...... 0 .................. Highland Heights. OH 0 BRIAN J. BUBAK ... .. Cincinnati, OH O MARK M. JOHNSON ...... .. ......... Bethesda. MD 
tin Absentia 14 
MARKETING 
KARIM KADRI ALTOURJUMAN ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~ : 
ANGEL D. BATISTA . . ~ 
Morocco O MATIHEW ADAM MAURER . . ............ Troy, OH 
..... Carolina. PR t BRIAN P MCCLAIN ..... . . :A:.: ... Wesftoke. OH 
b MATIHEW KENNETH DAVIS . . ... l'i .. 
BRENDAN PATRICK FOLEY ........ ~ ... 
..... Dayton, OH t PETER JASON MILLER ................... .... J\.. .. ... Louisvlle. KY 
.. ...... North Potomac. MD \) STACY N. MONTGOMERY ........................................... Ashland, OH 
Core Program p STEPHANIE LYNN GRISE .. ......... ll 
PETER J. GRUBER ........ ............... n 
~ MATIHEW JOHN HULSWIT .............. . 
Cum Laude A 
JULIANNA E ILG .... .. ......... .. . .. 
Cum Laude A 
~~T~~~:;;~~~~1:1~.~.L~R ...... Jt 
\) SWAPNA PASALA ......................... . . f\ . . . CentelVllle, OH 
....... ................ Piqua. OH t MICHAEL RICHARD PUFFENBERGERJ\' . ... .. . Sy\vorno. OH 
............ Cinc,nnoti. OH ADAM J ROBERTS .. ... . . .. . 7:'\ . West Chester. OH 
.. .. Grand Rapids. Ml \) KERRY A. STURM .. .. .. ............ Jasper, IN 
..... Dayton, OH 
... Centerville. OH \ 
.... Newbury, OH 
Cum Laude /I 
ANGELO M. TOMASONE .. . ..... t.i. .. 
t AMY NICOLE WATHEN ... 
Cum Laude 
.... Independence. OH 
. ...... Louisville. KY 
. Centerville, OH 
~ JAMES THOMAS MANNING .... . .. ...... .. . Univer~ty Heights. OH 
~LE 6TEVEM WES+ , ................... fl ... .. 
LAURA K. WOLESLAGLE .............. .. . .. ..... Kettering, OH 
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
ROBERT A. CROSS .. .. ... Newbury, OH 
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
T HOMAS J. LlSLEY II, D EAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
ADOLESCENT TO YOUNG ADULT EDUCATION 
\) BRIAN CHRISTOPHER CHAREK \ . 
4M8ftPQ 'etJ~ LieJ88 ~ ..... 
. .... Dayton, OH f) LORI LYNN KAVANAGH ................ ..... .............. .... Centerville, OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
ALISON CATHERINE DICK ... 
\) CATHRYN J. HANBY ....... . 
. ... .... Bexley, OH 
. .... Dayton. OH 
Magna Cum Laude 
ART EDUCATION 
t> KIMBERLY L. HAUSFELD . ........... Minster, OH 
Core Program 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
0 AMBERRUE ..... ..... ...... ...... Hamilton, OH 
JENNIFER FRANCES BROTHERS ..... ~~.A.1.5.~.5.~1.E:::. : ND ; : R: s~A:;::T: E~.~.~~ 
Cum Laude A 
t JOHN WILLIAM HARRELL ... . .......... Indianapolis, IN 
........ . Beavercreek. OH 
Cum Laude 
FOOD AND NUTRITION 
p HEIDI LYNN KROGWOLD ........................ ..... ......... ....... ... Dublin.OH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
.P ANNA CATHERINE POEPPELMAN . Kettering, OH 9 TODD D. THOBE ......... .. .. ...... ..... ........ .. ..... . . .. Minster. OH 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
{) JANA L. NORTH ........ Bellbrook, OH O MICHAELE. SHORT .... Cincinnati. OH 
SPORT MANAGEMENT 
0 LAURA M BARTLETI . . . . .. Camas. WA b EMILY KATHERINE SUESS ..... ........................................ Dayton. OH 
1) MATIHEW C HARMON ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.A ... ·.·. ·.·. . .. Milwaukee. WI I\ Magna Cum Laude 
JOHN SINGER PALLANT .... ... ..... . ...... .... Springfield, OH U AINSLEY ANNE WATKINS .. . ... .......... Fremont. OH 
UNDECLARED 
GREGORY LEO SCHULTE ......... D ........... . ........ Toledo, OH 
~ f; '-f 
V'-" ~~ 4 
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
J OSEPH E. SALIBA, D EAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
GAYATRI GUNDA ... Mt. Shasta. CA ' ALAN c MIHLBACl'ltER 
Magna Cum Laude 
................ fall bu11 1, OH 
.... . Oakwooc, OH 
John W. Berry, Sr ., Scholars Program 
t MOHAMMED WALi HAKAMI ..... 
CAITLIN C SCHIEBEL .... . Dublin. OH !t OLIVER WINSTON NEWTON Saudi Arabia t CHRISTINA MICHELLE WAGNER "j·····jv\······· .... Bellbrook.OH 
?- _f._ ~JI : ~lt O! 
~o y THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
D MAUREEN C. CREAGAN ··············~/\ ··········· . Cornwall. NY P LINDSEY MARIE NELSON 
TESSA RENEE HAZLETI ......... ........... -:N........... . Cambridge. OH D JORDAN PAUL PARKER ........... . 
........ Washington, PA 
. ............ Kettering, OH 
Comm1ss1oned 1n the United States Army f KELLY LOUISE scon . . 
~~oi1 
THE DEGREE- BACHELOR OF £ecnHCAL ENGINEERING 
. ....... .. Arcanum. / H (v\ 
~ CARLA ALISON CHANEY .. .. . . 
JI JONATHAN M. FARRELL .... 
. .. .... .. ... Dayton, OH .I\ JUAN R DIAZ MANGUAL .. . .Jt .... 
;;-r 
~ ,I 
....... Humacao, PR 
.. ..... Mentor, OH MICHAEL W. MARLOWE ... . 
MATIHEW RICHARD PACYNA ... 
.. .... Centerville. OH 1tJ 
. ...... Independence, OH Magno Cum Laude 
...... fl. Magno Cum Laude fl ANNE DELONG HAYS .. ..... . 
V JESSE CRAIG KEPNER .. . 
Cum Laude 
... . Boardman. OH D 
....... .... ... Solon.OH ANDREW CARSON PUTMAN ...... ·7, . . 
DANIEL JOSEPH RUSH ....... ......... 0 
. .. Delowore, OH 
....... Dayton, OH 
John W. Berry, Sr.. Scholars Program Magno Cum Laude p KATIE M KNAPKE . . ~·/'i." Celina, OH JOSHUA DENVER WILSON .. -0 . 
Core Program ~ fv?: y 
THE DEGREE-BACHEL');!;;fi~ CAL ENGINEERING 
0 BRIAN L ASBROCK 0 JARED STEPHAN ASHLEY .0 LA . 
DAVID JOSEPH BERKEMEIER ... . . . . 
B 
MANDY LORENE BROGDON ... . 
BRETI PATRICK CARPENTER ..... . 
i) MICHAEL A. CASTRO ..... ... . 
Cum Laude 
{) JAY TIMOTHY CLEMENTZ.. 
.. Cincinnati, OH t CHRISTOPHER WARREN MIFFLIN .. /) 
Kettering, OH J RUTH SANDERSON MITCHELL .. 
. Jackson, Ml ROBERT WILLIAM MORRIS .......... . 
Englewood, OH KRISTIN MARIE MUCKLEY .... . 
Canton, OH Cum Laude 
Hudson. OH p KEVIN JOHN PATERRA .. 
P, ELAINE K. PETERMAN ... 
....... Cloverdale, OH O MICHAEL PAUL SENGER .. 




.. ... Ruckersville, VA 
. ......... Troy, OH 
.. Avon Lake, OH 
. .. Strongsville, OH 
. .. Choneroi, PA 
. ...... Dayton, OH 
....... Hamilton. OH 
Cum Laude Magno Cum Laude i ~RE::i~N~~Ec~~~~ : :::::: . . .... ::: Ri::~~~~;,~~ o[) :~~~~Ly;~!~~~~i: :. ::I[ :::::::::·· ......... ·H~~:~: ~~ 
0 MARK ANDREW FEDDERS ... .... .. .. ... ..... .. . . .......... Loveland, OH JUSTIN ANDRE SPENARD ..... . . .... . Mansfield, OH 
~ WILLIAM EDWARD GETZINGER ........ ,... . ....... . Salem. OH Core Program I\ DEREK ROBERT GRANNEN ... ................ . .... Cincinnati, OH CHRISTOPHER DAVID SPRAVKA ....... r. .L ... ... ......... . Medino, OH KYLE NATHAN GREW ............................ . .... New Knoxville. OH Magno Cum Laude Cum Laude f1 t LINDSAY DIANA THIEMAN ... . ... Minster. OH Q DOUGLAS MICHAEL GROGG ................... . .... Beavercreek. OH 12 DWIGHT ERNEST THOMPSON ... Evanston, IL 
'
CHRISTOPHER ALAN HEWITI ........................ . Pittsburgh, PA t JUSTIN W. TUCKER ........... . ............ Upper Sandusky, OH 
LINDSAY MARIE HUG ................................ . . Norwalk, OH GARETI A. WOLFE .... . ....... .. Williston. VT 
AUBRIEN SAMUEL KING ...... ········~ · . . Cincinnati, OH EDWARD ANTHONY ZAMORA .. .................................. .. Akron, OH 
~ ~~~:~R~~~ ~~:A~· :·· ............. . West~~~~~· ~~ Cum Laude f!J tA f O y 
~~1 · i~ 
tin Absentia 1 7 
THE DEGREE- BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
D MATTHEW STEPHEN CABLE . ......... M4 ............. West Carrollton. OH f) ASHWIN P. RAGHAVENDRA ......... . .. .... Dayton. OH 
O !~~~E~l~1~1~Li~l;L~~ON . f'. .............. :··:· .. ~:iu~~~. ~~ Cum; ude ~ 1 
THEDEGREF-BACHELORO~~:,,GI~ t 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
p JONATHAN M. GREY ................................................. Kettering. OH /) RENAE SHANER TICHY ............ Eastlake. OH 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
f)_ LEKISHA R. ADAMS .......... .. . 
~ t KENNETH LEE BRASWELL ... . 
y JOSHUA CHARLES HEYKA .. 
.. ................ Westerville, OH ,{2 BRENTS. LEINENBACH ....... ..................................... Louisville, KY 
... .. ............... Clayton. OH J) ANDRAE V. WILLS .......... .......................................... Cincinnati, OH 
.. ....... Shaker Heights, OH 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
~ MICHAEL SILVER COLEY ..... .... ........ .... .. ............. .. Cincinnati. OH RYAN DANIEL O'LEARY ..... .. ..... ~ .............. Centerville, OH 
0 Jc:~~EUR~~EN;L~NANRIE DILLON ... c .... Dayton!' OH {) RYAN CHRISTOPHER RUFO ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··a::;······· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ... K .. e. ttEeucr·1nlidg .. OO HH l7- ............ .. .. inc1nno i, OH BRIAN E. SHIVELY ......... .. 
ii) BRIAN MATTHEW FRIEROTT ..... Minster. OH .1, CRAIG JOSEPH SIEFRING .... .. .................. New Bremen. OH 
[/ KEVIN LEIGH MILLER ........ .. . .. ................................... Albion. NY {) PETER T. WYSOCKI ........ .. .. ...... Copley. OH 
Core Program 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
p ERIC T. ALEXANDER ....... .... Lebanon. OH LINDA M. MACKAY .... a__ .. ......... Centerville, OH 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JJ COLLIN SCOTT ANDREWS .. ...... ... ()_,, .......... Charlotte. NC p RYAN JOSEPH FOGLE .. . 
J/... KEITH RICHARD ANTHONY ...... .... . ... ... ........ .. ......... Ohio City. OH /J Magno Cum Laude 
'f) WAYNE L. ARTUSO ....................... .. .................. Beavercreek. OH JUSTIN PATRICK GOUBEAUX .A .... ...... .. .... .. Greenville. OH 
{) ERIC DAVID BARNETT ....................................... Beavercreek. OH t DEMETRI D. PREONAS ......... ~ ................. Albuquerque. NM 
Magno Cum Laude d_,,. t JOSEPH M. RIHTAR ............. ~ ........ Concord Township. OH 
t MICHAEL A. BILBEE ................ .. .. Centerville. OH ). MICHAEL THOMAS RUTIGLIANO .................................... Carmel. IN 
f) Magno Cum Laude ~ DERRICK M. SHEA ................................................ .. .. Strongsville. OH JAMES A. CHURCH ...... ... Jamestown, OH f MARK DAVID YARRISH .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. Cincinnati.OH 
{)THEODORE COOPER JR .. Dayton. OH [) Core Program 
APRILLE ZINNETTA YOUNG .. .... ........ ...... .. . Cincinnati. OH 
u ff\ ~ ~ ;v1 J%' riJ0r c'f 5 F 
' I -- U ~/J_tv0 Y 
.................... .. ... .. Stow. OH 
tin Absentia 18 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MARY E. MORTON, DEAN 
THOMAS D. SIGLL, INTERIM DEAN FOR 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF ARTS 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
t MARIA EUGENIA FURNARI ... .. ....... ~ ...... . .. Rochester. NY Pt MINDI LEAH PAMPEL 
(B.S .. St. John Fisher College. '02) (B.A.. Knox College. W) D NATHAN MICHAEL GRIFFITH ...... ...... .. ... Cincinnati. OH 
(B.A.. Ohio University, '97) 
ENGLISH 
LUCAS N. ARNOLD ..... ........ . .A ........... ..... Miamisburg. OH KRISTIN ELIZABETH MCGEE ........... l} .. 
(B.A.. Wilmington College. ·01) 
AMYK. KRUG ... 
(B.S., University of Dayton. '98) 
SHANE LEE LAMUTH ........ .... ... ...... A .. .
I\ (BA. University of Northern Iowa. '97) 
V ERIN MARIE MEEHAN .... 
(B.A., University of Son Diego. '97) 
(B.A.. St. Vincent College, 'CO) 
....... Centerville, OH 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
...... Centerville, OH O t TIMOTHY JAMES SILVERS .... 
(B.S .. Bradley University, '02) 
.. Minneapolis. MN CHRISTOPHER M. VOORHEIS .... 
(B.A.. Ohio State University. '02) 
PASTORAL MINISTRY 
PAULINE VILLAPANDO .......... .. A .. .... ....... ....  Henderson. NV 
(B.A.. University of Nevada. '99) 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
.A. 
........ Galesburg. IL 
.. .. Bellbrook. OH 
.. ..... Pekin. IL 
London, OH 
t DANIEL JOSEPH ENGEL ..... ....... .. . A .... .. .. .... ..  . .. .. Wichita. KS JOHN M. PLECNIK .. ........ &. ................... Belmont. NC 
(B .. Wichita State University. '93) (B.A.. The Athenoeum of Ohio. '67) 
.. ..... Dayton.OH 
D 
(M.S .. University of Kansas. '95) 
t BARBARA J. KAMINSKAS .. .... ... . 
(B.S .. Purdue University. '75) Jl 
ff) t EMILY KATHERINE STRAND .. .. .. .. ....... .. 
.. ......... Ft. Wayne. IN ~!~R~;~e:zR~~~v°.~~11~:.:~? .. .... ..B ... .... ....... Dayton. OH 
t KATHARINE LASSITER .. .. ... f:I .. .. ...... ...... .. Alexandria, VA 
(B.A.. De Soles Unr.ersity. 'Ol) .Ll 
MEGAN CARMELLA MACDOU~ALL .. .JL ...... .. Painesville, OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '01) 
RYSZARD JAN OSICKI 
(B.A.. Concordia University. '69) 
.. .... .. .. fJ.. .. ........ ... .. Canada 
(B.M.E .. Unr.ersity of Dayton. 'W) I\ 
TERRY MICHAEL WINKELJOHN .. .. .......... ... n .......... Ft. Wayne. IN 
(B.A.. Wabash College. '88) 
~/){oYO"t 
THE DEGREE- MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
~ HONGTAO ZHANG ............ .. ...... .. ........................... Delaware, OH 
(B.S .. Peking Unwersity. Chino. '92) 
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THE DEGREE-MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
0 MARK DAVID ARENDT .... .. ........... South Charleston, OH 0 JOHN GILBERT THOMAS .................. Xenia, OH 
l\ (BA. Ohio State University. '85) 
!) JAMES ANDREW LEFTWICH . .. ............................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy, '87) p EDGAR C. MERRITI, Ill ......................................... Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.E .. Bowling Green State Univer~ty. '98) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE 
(B.A., University of Dayton, '96) 
MELANIE RENEE WAGGONER .. ... A .................... Trotwood. OH 
·~~-~,*~ of 
BIOLOGY 
IJ) MARK A FUCHS ... . . . . .. .. . Kett \\erin _g!'-J\\OH ~ Qi() 
O.S .. """"1y of Ooylo<V 98) ffe '( 
l 
tin Absentia 20 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
P ATRICIA w. M EYERS, DEAN 
THOMAS D. SKILL, I NTERIM DEAN FOR 
GRADUATE S TUDIES 
THE DEGREES- BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
KYLE D. GOUBEAUX ..... 
0 (B.S.B.A .. Accounting) BRIAN TIMOTHY MCDERMOTI 
(B.S.B.A. Accounting) 
MATIHEW J. MOREL 
(B.S.B.A. Accounting) 
Summa Cum Laude 
STEPHANIE A. REILLY .. . .. . .. .. 
(B.S.B.A., Finance and Accounting) 
~ 
..... Sidney, OH 
............ Villa Hills, KY 
........... Hudson. OH 
...... Jamestown. OH 
MATIHEW LAWRENCE RYAN ....... A ... ............. Centerville, OH 
0 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
SHANNON MARIE STAPLETON 
(B.S.B.A. Accounting) 
Summa Cum Laude 
............... Naperville, IL 
0 ANDREW JAMES WINTERING .................................. Columbus, OH (B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
Cum Laude 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
O JULIA CAROLINE BENNETI ................ , Westlake, OH GREGORY CHARLES JENSEN .......... ClL .... ....... Westlake, OH 
(B.S.B .. University of Dayton. '04) ~ 
JOEL EDWARD BOEHMER ........................................ Kettering, OH 0 (B.S.B .. Ohio University, '03) MICHAEL STEPHEN KRUG ................. Centerville, OH 
(B.S B, Wright State University, '00) /l . 
ANDREW WILLIAM BOETICHER .. ..~ ......... Dayton, OH ~ 
(B.B.A. University of Notre Dame. '98) 
CRAIG A. LOFFER .. .... Springfield, OH 
0 
(B.S.N.E.. Kansas State University, '94) ~ MINDI RENEE BONIFAY ........................................... Springfield, OH (B.S.B .. Wright Stole Univer~ty. 'CO) JOHN PATRICK LUCKED ....................... Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Wilmington College. '99) (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '97) /;I 
~ ALISIA M. COLUNS ..... Miamisburg, OH CHRISTOPHER L. MCCREA .............. ~ ... Lima. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University, '00) /) (\ , (BS United States Military Ac~ y. '96) 
TVA CHENELLE DARDEN .................... ~ .............. Dayton. OH JJJ JENNIFER MICHEL ........ . .~ ........... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.C.E .. University of Dayton, '02) Cl, (BA. University of Dayton, '00) ~ 
PAUL DAVIDSON ... .. .. Hamilton, OH BAHJAT N. NASSAR ... ..... Dayton, OH 
(B.B.A. University of Cincinnati, '01) 
~ t DAMIEN M. DAVOLI ............................. .. ....... Enon. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State Univer~ty. '00) ~ 
DANIEL JOHN DRAPER ........................................... Centerville, OH 
(B.S.B .. Ohio State University, '98) 
~ t JOEL D. DUVALL ........ . . .. .. .. .. .. Fairborn. OH 
\) 
(B.S.C.E .. Ohio State University, '97) 
RICHARD CHARLES FULWILER .... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S.B., University of Dayton, '98) ···;.··············· JOHN EDWARD GENTNER, JR. . \JI./ .. Beavercreek, OH 
CL.-
....... Miamisburg, OH 
(BA. Capital Univer~ty. '02) 
t DENISE LYNN HAPPENSACK .. 
(B.S.B .. University of Dayton. '02) 
'\) t DAVID R. HARRIS ................................. .. .............. Fairborn, OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University, '92) {)__,, 
t MICHELLE ELIZABETH HART ........ .. ... Bellbrook, OH 
(B.S .. Huntington College, '03) ~ t HEATHER MARIE HOLMAN ........................................... Carmel, IN 
(B.S.B .. University of Dayton, '04) 
\) MAHRUBA SAMEEN HOSSAIN .. ...................... Bangladesh 
(B.S .. Wilson College,'01) 
tin Absentia 
~~~:N~ ·~M~:~~~~e ~~~~I ~ ~.~ri~~'. .·.~~) .... Dayton, OH 
(B.S .. Wilberforce University, '96) ~ 
t MEGAN MICHELLE PEASE ................................. .. .... Mansfield, OH 
~~!~~l~~~r;i~: ~~~~.~· :~~) .u.L ............. China 
(B.E .. Zhejiang University, China, '98) U/ 
t CARRIE ANN POINDEXTER .......................................... Dayton, OH 
D (BA. University of Dayton. '96) A VI NASH PULi .... .. ............................ ... Dayton, OH 
21 
(B.T .. Kakatiya University, India. '99) 
(M.C.S .. University ofDayton. '01) 
CARRIE ANNE REED ....... 
(BA. Univer~ty of Dayton. '99) 
PETER L. RENNEKER .. 
q__ 
a___ 
........... Dayton. OH 
.... Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S .• University of Dayton, 'CO) 
MAUREEN MANIACI RIEDER .. .. ... ~ .. Liberty Township, OH 
(B.S .. Miami University, '00) Cl./ 
NANCY ANN ROBIE ................. .. ............... Dayton. OH 
(B.A., Capital University, '99) 
XIAOJIAN RUI .................... ... .. ~ .. ........... Chino p DANIEL JAMES TEMMESFELD . . . ... Cincinnati. OH 
(B.E .. Jilin University of Technology. Chino. ·84) 
(M.S.E .. Southeast University. Chino. ·87) 
(Ph.D.E.. Nanjing University. Chino. ~ 
KELLY A. SCHILLING ............................................. Middletown. OH 
I) (B.S.B .. Wright State University. ·01) 




(Diplom. University of Augsburg. Germany. ·01 ) 
DOUGLAS E. SMITH .................................................. Loveland. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University. ·86) 
ERIC NORMAN STRICKLAND ......... . . St. Marys. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University. ·02) 
ANTONY V. SUSAINATHAN ...................................... Kettering. OH 
(B.S .. St. Louis University. ·oo) 
tin Absentia 
(B.A.. Cedarville University.'98) a._.....- ... Centerv·itle. OH SHAWN KENT THOMPSON ......... 
(B.A.. Wittenberg University. ·97) 
(B.S.E .. Cose Western Reserve University. ~ 
t JOHNNY HERBERT EMPTAGE THORP ......................... Tipp City. OH 
(B.S .. University of Washington. ·89) 
J} BRETT ANDREW WEBER ............. .. .... Kettering. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University. ·01) Q___.,, 
scon NORMAN WRIGGLESWORTH ...................... .. Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. Cedarville University. ·98) j RASHAD M. YOUNG .. .. ............. Cincinnati. OH 
(B.S.B .• University of Dayton. ·98) 
I 
22 ttDegree Awarded Posthumously 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LlSLEY II, D EAN 
THOMAS D. SKILL, I NTERJM D EAN FOR 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
THE DEGREE- MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND 
ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
t PRISCILLA JUNE ACUFF ~ ..... Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. Wright State University. ·74) a/ 
Q JASON E. ALEXANDER ............................................. Greenville. OH (B.S.E .• Wright State University. ·oo) ~ KENDRA J. ALLEN ............................... .r .............. New Carlisle. OH 
(B.A.. Antioch University. ·01) .... OJ ............... . 
BRIAN JAMES ANDERS ...... ... Limo. OH 
f) (B.M .. Taylor University. '02) t TRACY L. ANDREWS .............. . . .. Englewooc. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '99) 
RICHARD A. ARMENTROUT JR .......... ~ ......... Columbus. OH 
(B.S .. Franklin University. ·93) /, 
""MOl~ISI IA 5HAllOvMI ........ 8ss118rsr00\<, OM 
(B.G .. ~Ai,e1~r, of BeffiBB,', Indio ·oiil _ 
~ .. tJ111versity OT oo111u0y. h1elie. ·~ 
ANEESA ELIZABETH BHIMANI ................................ Miamisburg. OH 
(B.A.. Miami University. ·02) 
JAMES HADLEY BICKLEY .......... 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. '89) 
t MICHELE EILEEN BLACET 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·01) 
t ANNETTE MARIE BLACK 
D (B.S.E .. Wright State University. ·99) JENNIFER LYNN BLATZ .... 
()_,, 
. ........ .. Hilliard. OH 
~ 
....... Lancaster. OH 
~ ..... . .... Eaton.OH 
.... Clinton. NY 
t ANGELA RENEE ASHBERY .. . ......... ~ ......... Gahanna. OH fl (B.S.B .. University of Dayton. ·01) 
(B.S.E .. Kent State University. ·97) (Jc., .f LISA MARIE BLUE ................................... Kettering.OH 
JANICE CHAMBERS AUSTIN. Kettering. OH J) (B.S.E .. Miami University. '96) 
y) (B.S .. Pork University. ·oo) KELLY J. BOECKMAN .................. .. ................... Kettering.OH 
// KATY C. BADGLEY .................... . Tipp City. OH (B.S .. Boll State University. '86) ()/ D (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·03) JILL !NEZ BOGGESS .................................... . .............. Kettering. OH 
t STEPHANIE MICHELLE BAILEY ...... .. .. Dayton. OH I\ (B.S.E .. Wright State University. '98) 
(B.S .. Boll State University. ·94) JI JOHN CLARENCE BOGGS .................................. Columbus. OH 
{) CLIFFORD H. BAKER ..................... . . .. Piqua. OH 
0 i:!v ~~~~:K~t~.S.t~t~ .. ~f ~~~.~~k: :~) ......... Peebles. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University. ·87) 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·94) 
MOLLY SCHMITZ SARDINE ....... ~ . 
0 (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·90) THOMAS MICHAEL BARHORST 
Kettering. OH 
..... Mason. OH 
(B.A.. Xavier University. '98) 
HEATHER J. BARNES ....................... ~ ........ Columbus. OH 
0 (B.S.E .. Ohio State University. '96) KIMBERLY N. BARNHART .. . . ... ......... Tipp City. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. ·~ 
t TIMOTHY R. BELL .. .. .. ..... .... .... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . Springfield. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State University. ·95) 
(M.S .. Ohio State University. ·97) V 
DANIEL B. BOLAND ... ............................................ Grove City. OH 
(B.S .• DePoul University. ·99) r) / 
ANDRIA JEAN BOLDEN ... . .. .... ~ ...................... Dublin. OH 
(B.A.. Muskingum College. ·01) W 
JEANEAL RAE BOLDEN .......................................... Miamisburg. OH 
(B.S .. Pork University. ·oo) 0/ 
t MARY C. BOLEK ........................................ Centerville. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·89) 0/ 
JAIME E. BOLOGNONE ............................................ Columbus. OH 
(B.A.. University of Toledo. ·01) (J/ 
t ANDREA MICHELLE sons .......................... .... .............. Dayton OH 
f) (B.M .. University of Dayton. ·01) JEFFREY PAUL BOURASSA .... .. ... . . . ... ............ Kettering. OH (B.A.. Wittenberg University. ·95) {I/ 
ALZADA LENNETTE BENTON .... ........... ........ ........ ...... .. Moraine. OH '7\ 
(B.S .. Wilberforce University. '00) _y 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·02) 
YVONNE MICHELLE BOWERS ........ ........... Columbus, OH ~ KATHRYN R. BENTON ...... ...... ... .......... ....... .. ............... . Urbano.OH 
(B.A.. Urbano University. ·89) CA/ 
~~!~~ ~:~~ :;;~E~~v~;~~: .'93iu ................... Dayton. OH 1) 
TERESA MEIER BERG ......... ............. ........................... Columbus. off" 
(B.A.. Capitol University. ·00) ()./ 
t SARA E. BERNER ...... .... ...... ................................... Miamisburg. OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. ·01) 
(B.A.. Ohio Stole University, '93) W 
RENEE M. BRADSHAW ..... .. ........ ......... ....... . Stoutsville. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. ·99) 
JACLYN MICHELLE BRAGG ............................................. Piqua. OH 
(B.E .. University of Toledo. '00) Q/ 
AMY SUE BROERING .......... ... ........................ .. .... ..... .. St. Henry. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '99) W 
CINDY LYN BROGAN ........ ............................................ Dayton, OH 
MELINDA KAY BEVERLY.... ......... . ....... ... .. ....... ............... Dublin. OH 
(B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University. ·01) 
(B.S.B .. Indiana University. ·90) ~ 
t NANCY ELLEN BRONDER .. .. .... ....... ..... .... ........................ Limo, OH 
(B.M., California State University. ·93) 
(M.A .. University of Dayton. ·oo) 
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CHRISTIE BROWN .. .......... . ....................................... Columbus. OH b t JILL ANNE CULLER .............. . 
(BA. Tennessee State University. ·oo) (B.S.E .. Miami Uniersity. '00) ..... CL ................. . 
t VIOLETIA J. BROWN..... ..................... .. ... Zanesfield. OH t BROOK AARON CUPPS 
............... London.OH 
.. . St. Paris. OH 
(B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University. '79) (BA. Capital Univer~ty. '99) 
(M.E., Wright State University, '98) n . \) ANGELA L. DAMBROSIO ............................................ Brooklyn, OH 
t DEBORAH ANN BROWNING . .. .... ~ ..... Columbus. OH (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '02) Q__...,-- ....... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican University. '00) t NANCY BRUNDIGE DANKOF .. 
DE'LONDA S. BRYSON .. .. ...... Columbus. OH )> (BA, Denison University, '73) 
(B.S.W .. Capital University, '00) t SHOSHANA DAVDA ................ .. 
MELISSA A. BUCK .. .. .... ~ ............. Dayton, OH (BA, University of Bombay, India. '71) 
. ....... Powell.OH 
(BA. Antioch University, '97) ··········CL,,·············· (LLB .. University of Bombay. India. '74) t HEATHER L. BUEHLER .. .. ......... Anna, OH ) t JOHN E. DAVIDSON ... ... Circleville, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio Northern Univer~ty. '02) W (BA. Capital University. '99) 
t MELISSA J. BURNSIDE ..................................................... Dayton. OH \} JE.IE'N~dNIMlf!FE'ft~f1~L:t!IZ1<'1'ellt'e'TFIHr!D'Jf.A~'e'l&IS.,,, ..._____ ....1;ce1e1!lluR'll'lle~~~9,-€QIH- I 
(BS E. MiamiUniversi . '94) .S*=fJ ke~C!.- . fb u.-~ 14' ~ Q_, 
SAN ANNETIE CARLOCK ....................................... Kettering. OH ELIZABETH LINDSEY DAWSON ....................... .. Springfield. OH 
(B.M.E .. Eastern Kentucky Universityc£_,, (B.S .. Urbana University, '03) a_.,, 
t TOBY ELIZABETH CARPENTER .................................. Columbus. OH JENNIFER DAWN DAY .. .. ........... Fairborn, OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. '96) 
HOLLY EVE CARR 
(B.S.E .. Wright State Univer~ty. '00) {)_ 
.... Grove City, OH MARY KATHRYN DEGRAZIA .......................... .. ... Dayton. OH 
(B.E.. University of Toledo. '97) 
DAWN ROBERTS CASEY .. 
(B.F.A .. University of Michigan. '75) 
.. Miamisburg. OH D t LAURA JOANN DELONG ......................................... Paulding, OH 
(B.M.. Florida Atlantic University, '9b_._,, 
MIRANDA CHRISTINE CASSEL ................................ Springboro. OH 
(B.S .. Lee University. '02) /J , 
ROBERT L. CASSELL .. .. .............. ~ ........ Springfield, OH p 
(B.S .. Urbana University. '98) ~ MARY J. CASTLE .. . .. ......................... West Carrollton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '00) ~ 
CANAN DUANE CAUDILL ............................................ St. Paris, OH 
(B.E .. University of Toledo. '83) Q___ 
VINCENT PAUL DE LUCA ................................ . ........ Lima.OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '94) 
G. CAROLINE DERR ....................................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Otterbein College, '83) Q__., ...... Xeni·a. OH t NICHOLE SUZANNE DESCHAPELLES 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '93) r') , 
t NANCY JOAN DISKEN ......................... ~ uber Heights. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University. '91) 
(B.S .. Urbana Univer~ty. '98) 
E JOAN CAUDILL-COOK 
b (B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University, '74) SHAWN MICHAEL DORSTEN . ......... Detroit.Ml 
................ Dayton.OH 
t ~~E· ~i:~:~;~~~~~· :~3) w. 
......... Columbus. OH f.. 
(BA. Ohio State University. '02) JI 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. ·01) o__,/ 
CAME LA LYNN DOUGLASS ........................................ Clayton. OH 
(BA. Bowling Green State University, '96) 
JAMES L. DOWNING .. . .................................. Ada. OH 
~:~~u~~:;;: ;f .Ri~·G;~~d~. :77)........ .. .. .... Harrisburg, OH b (B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University. '74) BETH DUFFY ... . . ...................................... Dayton, OH 
MELANIE ELAINE CHANNELL .......................... Miamisburg. OH l) 
(BA. Wilmington College, '98) ~ 
(B.S .. University of North Carolina. '99) 
TOCKA LEA DUNLAP .. .. .. ............. Columbus. OH 
NICOLE MARIE CHRISTMAN ................................... Columbus, OH 
(BA. Wittenberg University. '98) Q../ 
WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLARK ........................................... Piqua, OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University, '96) ~ TISHA ANN COLES ................ . ............... Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican Univer~ty. '97) 
(B.S.E .. Central State University. ·9~ 
STACEY ANN DUNSON ................ ~ ...... Reynoldsburg. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. '00) Q./ 
PATRICIA A. EAKINS ...................................................... Hilliard, OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '85) C{_, 
ROBYN HARLOW ECK ............ Eaton. OH 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton. '99) ~ 
AMANDA NICOLE COPELAND .................................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '82) Q__.,, 
t JANEY SHERYL EDMUNDS .... Gahanna. OH 
(BA. Mt. Vernon Nazarene College. ~ 
t LAURA ELIZABETH CORBIN .................................. Lewis Center. OH 
(BA. Bowling Green State University, ·~ 
ANGELA EIKENBERRY-SLUSHER .............................. Englewood. OH 
(BA. Miami University '00) 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. '00) 
('\ t KIMBERLY A. CORNWELL . .. . .. . . ............................. Dayton. OH 
\I (B.S.E .. Wright State University. '97) 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. '96) a_,,. 
t TIMOTHY RUSSELL ELLIOTT 11 ..................................... Springfield, OH 
(B.S.E .. Central State University. '97) ~ 
t DENNIS RAYMOND ERFORD. . .. ............... Beavercreek. OH 
t SCOTT E. COTTINGIM .. . ......... Camden. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio Northern University. '91) Q......".'. 
THERESA M. CRAWFORD ........................................ Grove City, OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '89) W 
t ERIN LYNN CREGO .. .... ..... . ... .... . .. Ashville. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '99) Cl/ 
t WENDY S. FAFATA·ROBERTS .. . ... Gahanna, OH 
(BA, Capital University. '94) a_,, 
t STEPHEN DAVID FAIRS....... .. .......... Orient.OH 
(B S.E .. Bowling Green State University. '00) 
(BA. Ohio Northern University, '99) 
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KARYN MICHELLE FELDKAMP ....... Q...., ...... 
(B.S.E .. Bowling Green State Univer~,lY. '99) 
... Powell.OH JOSHUA D. HAYES ................ .... .. ... ~ .. .. ......... .... Hilliard, OH 
t JANICE M. FERRETII ...................... (.l.,., .. . ..... Dayton. OH (B.S.E .. Miami University. '99) OJ SYBIL ANNE HEATON ........................... .... .. .. ........... Centerville, OH 
(BA. Regis College, '86) 
MELISSA MULLINS FISCHER ............... (µ ............ Grove City, OH (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '99) W t JULIE MARIE HEITKAMP .................... ........ .. ................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '97) Q..; 
ERIN R. FLORY .. . Ferndale, Ml 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '01) 
t SHELLEY SUE HELFINSTINE ......... .. .. .... 0/........ Hamilton. OH 
(BA, University of Dayton. '98) 
ELAINE LUCILLE FOUTS .............. 0,.; ................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. Frostburg State College, '71) W 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '81) 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton. '92) 
DENNIS RYAN HENRY .. OJ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. Springfield, OH 
CARRIE ANN FRANTZ .......................................... Beavercreek, OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, '98) ,r, 1 (B.S .. Ohio Univer~ty. '01) JONATHAN L. HENRY .. .. ... ~ . Washington C.H .. OH 
t CHRISTOPHER JEAN FUSILLO .. . 
(BA. Bluffton College. '92) ~ t KERI DANIELLE FUSSELL ........ 
(BA. Marietta College. '01) 
KELLY NICOLE GALLMEYER ......... 
(BA. Purdue University, '00) 
RICHARD J GARNAI 
.......... Lima.OH D (B.S .. Ohio State University, '98) BARBARA G. HERSTIG 
.... ... Columbus. OH I) (B.S .. Ohio State University, '02) Q_, t KELLY ANN HESS ....................... . 
.. .................. Columbus. OH , (B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '01) D JENNIFER LYNN HICKS ... 
.... Wilmington. OH 
.... C~umbus. OH 
.. ..... Fairborn, OH 
....... Medina. OH 
(B.S.E .. Slippery Rock University. '89) 
\) KATHLEEN IONA GASAWAY .................................. Hilliard. OH 
(BA. Shawnee State University, '00) OJ 
KRAIG EDWARD HISSONG .................................... Springfield. OH 
(B.S.H.E .. Ohio State University. '77) 
t DAWN MARIE GAYDOSH . 
(B.S.E .. Univer~ty of Dayton. '96) 
KA YE KENNEDY GEIGER .. 
a_,., 
~ 
(B.S.E .• Louisiana Tech University, '98) ~ 
t MEGAN ANN GERMANO ................................ . 
........... Eaton.OH 
.. . Homestead, FL 
... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '98) CL, 
DENISE LITTLEJOHN GIBSON .......... .. .. .. . Troy.OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '79) 
(B.S.E .• Wright State University, '96) 
MARK J. HOERSTEN ................... Q.J. ........... Lima.OH 
(BA. Bluffton College. '97) 
JUDY L. HOLLER. SSCM . . ............ OJ ......... Charleston. SC 
(B.S .. Longwood College, '77) 
LAURA JEAN HOLLERN .. Cl/ ....... Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican College. '99) 
\) LISA JOANNE HOLLIDAY ........ . ........... Dayton. OH 
(BA. Ohio University. '91) 
REBECCA ELIZABETH HOLMES ...... .. OJ. ..... Centerville, OH 
\) JOAN MARIE GRAVEN-MILLER ....... .. ............ Dayton, OH (B.S.E .. Wright State University. '00) 
(BA. Cleveland State University, '9~ ~ t ROXANNE MICHELLE HOLONITCH . ... Columbus. OH 
JULIE ANNE GRAY ................................ .. ................. Lewisburg, OH (B.FA, Columbus College of Art. '97) () • 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '93) KRISTEN MARIE HONEYCUTT .................. ~ ................... Troy, OH 
\) EMILY ANNA GRIFFIN.. . .. ...... .. ... Franklin.OH (B.S.E .. Bowling Green State Universim 
(B.S.E .. Univer~ty of Dayton. '01) C\_., CARRIE HOOVER ..................................................... Columbus. OH 
KAREN CRITES GRIGSBY. .. .... Mt. Sterling. OH (B.S.E .. University of Toledo. '01) n , 
(BA. Otterbein College, '96) t JUDITH A. HOUTS .. ..!.AL: ............. Pataskala, OH 
~ t KEVIN JAY GRONE .... .. ........ Clayton. OH (B.B.A.. Nazareth College, '87) 
(B.S.E .. Wright State Univer~ty. '99) n ~ t AMANDA KATE HOY ................ . 
JENNIFER LYNN GROTHOUSE .. .. .. ~ ........... Dayton. OH (BA, Capital Univer~ty. '02) Q_) 
~1~L~~Yr~:~~~l{~f ~:~:.:~)····~ ··· West Carrollton. OH ~J~::~~~~~~~~92)··········<i/. . ·.· ..... ·.·.·· ... L:t~:s~:: :: 
t CHARLES DOW HALE. JR. D.._,, ..... Springfield. OH (B.S.E .. University of Dayton, '01) 
I\ (B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '94) }) YA CHUN JEAN HUANG ..... 
V JAMES S. HARASIM·PIEPER .... . .. ..... Miamisburg. OH (B.S .. Ohio State University, '01) I) 1 
(BA. University of Iowa. '99) Gt/ ELIZABETH ANNE HUFFMAN .. ........ ~ ............. Centerville, OH 
DEBORAH JEAN HARRIS .......................... .. ...... Dayton, OH,_ (B.S.E .. Univer~ty of Dayton. '01) 
(B.FA, University of Dayton. '97).---
1 
., ~ t MARCEY LYNN HUTCHISON .......... . 
KERRY ELAINE HART ............... '. .... \..A..<'.' .......... Wapakoneta, OH (B.S., Asbury College. '95) OJ 
fNSN\:::~9..~r~~~ St~t~ ~~i~ ~) .......... Van Wert. OH t ~E:~~ ~~~i~~~v~;;;fy, '88) r. J 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '75) Q/ JODI RAE INDORF .l)/ ...... .. ....... Columbus, OH 
t ROBERT E. HATFIELD .. .. ................... ........... Maineville, OH (B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University, '01) 
........ Columbus. OH 
.......... ..... .. .. .... . Dublin, OH 
.... .. .. .... Farmersville. OH 
............. Anna, OH 
(BA. Ohio Univer~ty. '95) ~ t ESTHER CHRISTINE JACKSON ................................. Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '95) ~ J (B.S .• Franklin Univer~ty. '95) "" J 
ANGELA S. HAYES ....................... U/. . Columbus. OH JENNIFER M. JACKSON .................. .lJ./ ............. Grove City, OH 
(BA. Ohio State Univer~ty. '98) (B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '71) 
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0v JULIE LYNN JACKSON ... . ................ Limo, OH 
(B.S.E, Miami University, '00) Cl/ 
t AMY JOYCE JASTER .. . ... ................ Canal Winchester. OH 
(B.S.E., Miami University, '00) 
...... Columbus, OH f) CAROL ELIZABETH JOHNSON 
(B.S .. Franklin University, '02) b JAMES DEAN JOHNSON ......... .. ................... Hilliard, OH 
(BAE.. Ohio State University, '89) (71 
SONJA IRENE JOHNSON .................. ':':".: .\/. ...... Rondollstown, MD 
(BA. Allentown College of St. Fro~ Soles, '96) 
SUSAN BETH JONES ....... .......................................... Centerville, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '91) J> THERESA R. JONES ............................ ....................... Columbus, OH 
(BA. Ohio State University, '91) (A_) 
MICHAEL A KEISER .................................... . ......... Sidney, OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '96) 
t JULIE IRENE KIMPEL ............. . Cu . ........ Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '00) 
MARK S. KINCAID Cv .. Englewood. OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University, '93) OJ 
TRINITY JANE KIRBY ... . .. ..... Centerville, OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University. '99) DJ 
JASON COURT KLINE . . ................ Wapakoneta, OH 
(B.S., Ohio Northern University, '00) ()._/ 
t MARILYN LESLIE KOHN ................................ ....... ..... Columbus. OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University. '92) 
t LORI ANN KOLLMER Qt .......................... Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E., Ohio state University, '92) 
ALISON KOMIVES .................. . Cv ........................... Galloway, OH 
(BA. Cop~ol University, '01) 
ROBIN LYNN KONICKI ..... . .. .............. Centerville, OH 
(B.S.B., Wright State University, '85) W 
AMY MARIE KOPPE ..................................................... Wooster. OH 
(BA. Miami University, '02) Q_; 
MOLLIE CHRISTINE FERBRACHE KOUNTZ ............ . .. Hilliard, OH 
(BA, Capital University, '01) / \ 1 
KATY M. KOVERMAN .... .... . ............ lb!... . .. Anna, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '00) llJ 
CAROLINE ANN KRISTOFIC KOWIS .. Pickerington, OH 
(BA, Ohio Dominican University, '83)Q_/ 
CINDY JEAN KOZEL ................................................. Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. University of Rio Grande, '95) W 
GAYLE ELIZABETH KUHR ............................................... Hilliard, OH 
(B.S .. Ohio State Unviersity, '00) 
LUANNE KURTZ ...................................................... Middletown, OH 
(BA. Miami University, '96) 
MARIA KELLY LAZARO .................... Great Falls, VA 
(BA. College of William and Mory, '02) 
~ JULIE LAURINE LEHMAN ........................................ Centerville, OH 
(B.S.E.. Miami University. '99) 
MICHELLE D. LENTZ .. . ..... ..... Q! ............. .. Dayton, OH 
TRISHA LONG ............. 0/.. .............................. Franklin, OH 
(BA. Otterbein College, '98) 
D AMY J. LOWERY ................................................... Portsmouth, OH 
(B.S.E .• Ohio State University, '96) /i / 
t PAIGE JEREE GROSS LUMPKINS ....... lh:'.'.': .......... Greenville, OH 
(B.S .. University of Cincinnati. '97) /l J 
t JOSEPH MACGOWAN ................... ~ ................. Trotwood, OH 
(Diploma. Western Australian Col~ e. jlustralia, '85) 
ERIC BRYAN MAGEE .................... L&/. .................... Hillsboro, OH 
(B.S.E., Ohio University, '97) 
~ t KATHERINE E. MAHLE ................ . ............ Springboro, OH 
(B.S.E.. Miami University, '01) 
SAMUEL BENJAMIN MANZ .. . ....... . a./ ............ Paulding, OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Toledo, '00) n / 
JODI LYNN MARKWOOD .. ..~ ... 
b 
(B.S.E., Ohio University, '98) 
TANYA K. MARLING 
....... Rushville, OH 
...... Dayton, OH 
~~~N ~i.g~~~~~e .. U.~i~~rsi~: .·90/. . . ............... Kettering, OH 
(BA. Wilmington College, '98) 
t EARLE CARTER MARTIN ............... Q./. .............. Columbus, OH 
I'\ (B.S .. Central State University. '99) 
y STEPHEN scon MATCHETT ... ... .. ........ Lancaster. OH 
(BA. Marietta College. '97) n . 
DEBRA KAY MASTERSON ........... \h!... . ..... Somerset. OH 
(BA Cedarville University, '90) 
t HEATHER PATRICIA MCATEE .......... O:!... ............ Columbus, OH 
(BA. Ohio State University, '98) n 1 
SARA JANE MCCONNELL-ADAMS .. V"::'.".: .. Upper Arlington, OH 
(B.S., University of Wisconsin, '77) o.J 
t MELISSA MCCOY ..................................................... Plain City, OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University, '97) ()J I 
KENDRYN BONDER MCDONOUGH . ~ .... .. Centerville. OH 
(BA. University of Dayton, '95) OJ 
MITCHELL CRAIG MCELROY ..................................... Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '99) ...... OJ ........... . 
DWAN NICOLE MCGRADY .. .. .. .......... Detroit, Ml 
(B.S .. Central state University, '91) W 
t JON M. MCGREEVEY ..................... .... Greenville, OH 
~~~;~I ~:l~~CG~~~~.~t.°.t~ .~~i~~r5.im ......... Galloway, OH 
\) 
(B.S.E., Ohio University, '92) 
JOHN ANDREW MEHOLICK .. .............. Huber Heights. OH 
t ~U~c1:~~~:;t~ ~~i~~r~~· :~? ~ ........ Centerville, OH 
~~R:~~:E~°.t~ U~iv~r5.i~: '~). W . . .. Gahanna. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican University, ·~ 
LYNN MILLER ............................................................ Columbus, OH 
(B.S .. York College. '84) 
NORA E. MILLER .... . .. .... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E., Bowling Green State Univer~ 
t KATHY L LEWIS ..... ... .......... ..... ......................... .......... Vandalia, OH \) 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. '99) 
t CHRISTINA M. MIRACLE... .. ................................. Mason, OH 
(B.F .A.. University of Cincinnati, '98) oJ (B.S.E.. University of Dayton, '72) 
(M.E.. Wright State University, '77) ~ 
TRACIE ANN LINSCOTI .. ......... ...... .......................... Chillicothe, OH 
(B.S .. University of Maine, '99) ()_} 
MELISSA JEAN LIVINGSTON .. . .. ........ ...... ........... Centerville, OH 
(BA. Bowling Green State University, '89) 
t MICHAEL J. MISIK .... .. . .......... Columbus, OH 
(B.B.A.. University of Cincinnati. '68) ~ ) 
t DALE T. MOBERLY JR. . (J! .. ... Lebanon. OH 
(B.S.E., Miami University, '96) (\ J 
ELIZABETH ANN MONNIN .. . ........ \J.!. ................ Troy, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '01) 
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CORBIN LEE MOORE ... w .... Maineville, OH I) KA TH LEEN ANN KOELLER PUGH ...... .... ....... ........... West Milton, OH 
(BA. Thomas More College, '94) (B.S.E .. Wright Stole University. '73) b STEPHANIE LYNN MORAINE .............. .. .......... Pickerington, OH D JAMES PATRICK RAGON II .. . ..................... Germantown. OH 
b (B.S.E., Ohio State University, '93) (B.S.E .. University of Dayton, '99) KEAOBAKA ALBERT MOTSAATHEBE ........................ Columbus, OH D t GARY DEAN RAPP. .. .......... Sidney. OH 
t ~~:c1~:v~~~~; ~~~~~~st: ~~~?.~~:.·.~:. Springboro, OH ~R~~ ~h~;;~~e University, '9l) .<?l:.. . .. Xenia, OH 
(B.S.E ., Miami University, '98) 
RACHEL MARIE MUSCATO .. Q.,; ............. Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E.. Wright State University, '95) 0....-
BRET JAY RAY ........................................................... Columbus, OH 
(B.S.E .• Wright State University, '00) (B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '97) ()_/ 
\) KATHARINE ANNE MYERS .................. .. .... Columbus, OH t WENDY LEE RAY . Covington, OH 
(B.S.E., Miami University, '99) (BA, Wilmington College, '93) 
t RENE ' L NAAS ........... .. ..... W. ..... Troy, OH 1) KARSON DANA REED ... ..... ..... ........ . . ... Centerville, OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '93) n . (BA. University of Kentucky, '02) 
t MELISSA S. NELSON ............................ \-'.V: .......... Springfield, OH }) JOY SUZANNE REEDER ..................... .. ...................... Mansfield, OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University, '94) W (B.M .. Bowling Green State University, '98) 
t ROBERT M. NEUBAUER .......................................... Miamisburg, OH b STACIE DALE RHONEMUS ................................... Spencerville, OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University, '99) (7 _ (B.S , Ohio State University, '01) 
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(MA . Indiana Unrver~ty of Pennsylvania. '99) ~~ 
Dissertation "Numencol Analysis of Brood-bond Oplicol Porometncol Generation 1n Penod1colly-Poled LiNbOJ 
and Novel Structure Design· 
EUNSUNG SHIN .. .. 
a_, 
(B.S .. Hollym University. Korea. '90) 
(M.S .. Ho/lym University. Korea. '97) 
. ...................... Korea 
Dissertation • Dynamics of Acetylene Plasma Polymerization· *M1o£J, · 
THE DEGREE- DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
SONIA AIXA MARTINEZ .... .............. (t_,/. Hamilton. OH 
(B.S.C.E .. Purdue University. '97) 
(M.S.C.E .. University of Toledo. '99) 
Dissertation: "Quantitative Study of Fretting Fatigue Damage in Shot Peened TI-6A l-4V" 
MICHAEL JOHN SHEPARD ....... . 
(B.S.M.E .. Wright State University. '98) 
(M.S.E .. Wright State University. '00) 
. ................. Dayton.OH 
Dissertation: "Laser Shock Processing Induced Residual Compression for Improved Damage Tolerant Design· 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
DANIELL. ATKINS ... 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton. · 82) 
(M.S.A.E .. University of Dayton. '99) 
.. .. Dayton. OH 
Dissertation: "Investigation into the Low Temperature Behavior of Jet Fuels: Visualization. Modeling. and Viscosity Studies· 
rl\ K. A MOSHAN S. P. KAHANDAWALA ............................... Srilanka 
Y ) (B.E.. Kiev International University. Ukraine. '98) 
(M.E .. Kiev International University, Ukraine. '99) 
(M .. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, '00) 
Dissertaffon: "Investigation of Fuel Composition Effects on Particle and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Emissions· 
(\ TALAL S. MANDOURAH ............................................... Saudi Arabia I / (B.M.E .. King Abdulaziz University. Saudi Arabia. '93) 
(M.S.M.E ... University of Dayton. '00) 
I ~ issertaffon: "Enhancement of Statistical and Quality Control Via the Use of Engineering Process Control Concepts· 
V J AUL MARTIN EMIL WEAVER .............................. Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.E .. United States Air Force Academy. '76) 
(M.S .. Unitec State Air Force Academy. '82) 
,__, "Anled"'"" Creotioe ofo De,oO"' oe,,,,eoc~ ; 't o•· 
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GRADUATES WITH HONORS 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
AMY LYNNE HENSCHEN ........................ Communication/Spanish 
KRISTEN ELISABETH JONES ............................ Premedicine 
LORI LYNN KAVANAGH ................. Adolescent to Young Adult 
Education/English 
RYAN B. MAHER .................................................................... Biology 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
ERIC DAVID BARNED ........ Mechanical Engineering Technology 
MICHAEL A BILBEE ............ Mechanical Engineering Technology 
BRIAN CHRISTOPHER CHAREK .. .. ...... Adolescent to Young Adult 
Education 
KARA CHRISTINE EVERSOLE ............................................ Sociology 
JONATHAN M. FARRELL .............................. Electrical Engineering 
RYAN JOSEPH FOGLE ....... Mechanical Engineering Technology 
SANTIAGO PETIT GONZALEZ ......... International Business/Finance 
GAYATRI GUNDA ........... Mathematics & Chemical Engineering 
CATHRYN J. HANBY ........ Adolescent to Young Adult Education 
MAITHEW RICHARD PACYNA ..................... Electrical Engineering 
CUM LAUDE 
BRIAN LEE BALSER ......................... Computer Science 
JOSEPH BAR LA .. .. ...................... ............................. . Philosophy 
JENNIFER FRANCES BROTHERS ....... Exercise Science and Fitness 
Management 
................... Communication 
.. .. Mechanical Engineering 
... . .... Mechanical Engineering 
........... American Studies 
........................... English 
KYLE NATHAN GREW .. .... .. .. ...... Mechanical Engineering 
TODD WESLEY BURGIN 
MICHAEL A CASTRO ...... 
JAY TIMOTHY CLEMENTZ 
MEGAN ELIZABETH DEVINE 
DANA LEANNE DUCKRO 
JOHN WILLIAM HARRELL . ....... ........ Exercise Science and Fitness 
Management 
AMANDA GRACE HOBOR ............... Communication 
MAITHEW JOHN HULSWIT .. ...... .... .. Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
CRISTEN ELIZABETH MEADOWS ....................................... Sociology 
MAITHEW J. MOREL ........... .. ..................... Accounting 
ADRIENNE LYNN NIESS .......... Visual Communication Design 
SARA MARIE SACKSTEDER .... .. .............. ......... Psychology 
SHANNON MARIE STAPLETON .. .. .. .. Spanish & Accounting 
VALERIE R. QUINN ....... .. ........... General Studies 
NEIL C. RANLY ... .. ... Computer Science 
KIMBERLY LYNNE ROESSNER .......... Sociology 
DANIEL JOSEPH RUSH ... .. .............. Electrical Engineering 
MICHAEL PAUL SENGER ......................... Mechanical Engineering 
CHRISTOPHER DAVID SPRAVKA ............ Mechanical Engineering 
EMILY KATHERINE SUESS .......... .. .................... Sport Management 
NATHANIEL PAUL VON DER EMBSE ............................. Psychology 
MICHELE A ZACH ....................................... .................... .. .. . History 
JENNIFER LYNN ZIMOV ....................................................... Spanish 
JULIANNA E. ILG ............................ .. ..... Marketing 
JESSE CRAIG KEPNER .................................. Electrical Engineering 
MAITHEW A KIENOW .. .................................... Computer Science 
KRISTIN MARIE MUCKLEY ...................... Mechanical Engineering 
TODD ALLAN MUELLER .... Leadership/Operations Management 
RAJEEV R. RAGHAVAN .. .. History/Political Science 
ASHWIN P. RAGHAVENDRA ............... Computer Engineering 
ANDREA NICOLE REICH ........ .... Psychology 
MEGAN KAY ROSENFELD ... . ................................................. English 
EMILY RENEE SPONAGLE .... .. ...... Communication 
KERRY A STURM ........... . .. ........ Marketing 
AMY NICOLE WATHEN.... .. .. .. ......................... Marketing 
ANDREW JAMES WINTERING ...... ............... Accounting 
EDWARD ANTHONY ZAMORA ........ .... . Mechanical Engineering 
JOHN W. BERRY, SR., SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
GAYATRI GUNDA .. ......... Mathematics & Chemical Engineering ADRIENNE LYNN NIESS .......... .. .. ... Visual Communication Design 
AMY LYNNE HENSCHEN ... Communication/Spanish MICHELE A ZACH .. ... .. .... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ................................... History 
JESSE CRAIG KEPNER ................. ............ .. ... Electrical Engineering 
Awardec to selectec students for having successfully completec a series of special Honors seminars and an Honors thesis. 
CHAMINADE SCHOLARS 
RYAN B. MAHER ................. ........ .. ......................................... Biology 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completec a four-year academic program focused on the theological 
exploration of vocation. 
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UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
DANA LEANNE DUCKRO .. .......... English 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special Honors seminars and on Honors thesis. 
CORE PROGRAM GRADUATES 
NAJI A BSISU ................ .......... .. 
PHILLIP JOHN COLLIN CEDOZ .. 
MEGAN ELIZABETH DEVINE .. 
DANA LEANNE DUCKRO .. ... 
ANDREW C. FLEMING .. 
BRENDAN PATRICK FOLEY 
... Economics/Marketing 
.. History 
............ .. . American Studies 
.. .. ....... English 
.... Sociology 
.Marketing 
KIMBERLY L. HAUSFELD ...... ................ .. .. Ari Education 
JENNIFER LYNN JONES ........... .. ...... Sociology 
KATIE M. KNAPKE ... .. .................................... Electrical Engineering 
KEVIN LEIGH MILLER .......... .. ... Industrial Engineering Technology 
SEAN MICHAEL O'LEARY .... .. .. Political Science 
PETER DANIEL PERGOLA 
RAJEEV R. RAGHAVAN .. 
NEIL C. RANLY .... 
KIMBERLY LYNNE ROESSNER 
MEGAN KAY ROSENFELD ...... .......... .. 
............ Generol Studies 
... History/Political Science 
. ..... Computer Science 
. .... .. Sociology 
.......... . English 
JUSTIN ANDRE SPENARD .... .................... Mechonicol Engineering 
MARK DAVID YARRISH .. .. .. Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed on integrated academic curriculum program in Religious Studies, 
Philosophy, English, History. ond the Social Sciences. 
MULTIPLE DEGREES 
GAYATRI GUNDI .. . .. .. .. .. ... Bochelor of Science/Mothemotics 
Bochelor of Chemical Engineering 
SHANNON MARIE STAPLETON .......... ...... Boche I or of Aris/Spanish 
Bochelor of Science in Business Administration/ Accounting 
Moster of Bu~ness Administrotion 
MULTIPLE MAJORS 
ERIC T. ALEXANDER .... Manufacturing Engineering Technology/ 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
NAJI A BSISU ............ ...... .. .................. .. .. .... . Economics/Marketing 
MINETTE CORPUZ .. ........................... .. .......... Accounting/Finance 
ANDREW STEPHEN DEVITO .. ....... .. ....... Leadership/ 
Operations Management 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL FOGT ................... ................. Psychology/ 
Criminal Justice Studies 
MAUREEN BERNADETTE GALLAGHER .... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Sociology 
SANTIAGO PETIT GONZALEZ .. .... .. International Business/Finance 
AMY LYNNE HENSCHEN .... . .. . ... Communicotion/Sponish 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HORONZV ............ Accounting/Finance 
MATTHEW JOHN HULSWIT ................ Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
LORI LYNN KAVANAGH Adolescent to Young Adult Education/ 
English 
BRENTS. LEINENBACH . Electronic Engineering Technology/ 
Computer Engineering Technology 
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TODD ALLAN MUELLER .... Leadership/Operations Monogement 
PAULA CHRISTINA PANAGOULEAS ............ lnternctionol Business/ 
Finance 
SWAPNA PASALA ....... Marketing/Visual Communication De~gn 
MICHAEL RICHARD PUFFENBERGER .......... Morketing/Operotions 
Management 
RAJEEV R. RAGHAVAN ..... ' History/Political Science 
STEPHANIE A REILLY ......... .. .............. .... Finance/Accounting 
GREGORY LEO SCHULTE ... Undeclared Education/Mathematics 
EMILY ROSE THOBE .... ... International Business/Marketing 
ANGELO M. THOMASONE .. .. ..... Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
RENAE SHANER TICHY .. .... Computer Engineering Technology/ 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
THOMAS PATRICK TIMMERS ....................... International Studies/ 
Political Science 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
THOMAS C. COLLETTE ............ .. ...................................... ' .. Biology IVAN J. PEREZ-MENDEZ .. .. .. General Studies 
TESSA RENEE HAZLETT ...... .. Civil Engineering 
"These students hove successfully completed a pre-commi~oning curriculum co~sting of American Military History, Computer lite!ocy, 
Oral and Written Communication and Military Science in addition to their Undergraduate degree requirements. They hove also 
completed Leadership Training and Field Training Exercises. Ph~col Fitness Requirements, one Social Event per year, and a month of 
Field Training in the summer. Congratulations to these future officers of the United Stotes Army.· 
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